The cloned cell line L10A2.J expresses natural cytotoxic activity.
The analysis of natural cytotoxicity (NC) has been hampered by the lack of cloned NC effectors. In studies reported here we show that the cloned cell line L10A2.J expresses properties similar to those of splenic NC effectors. L10A2.J cells lyse NC-sensitive targets, but do not lyse NC-resistant targets which are sensitive to lysis by natural killer (NK) or cytotoxic T lymphocytes. The mechanism by which L10A2.J cells lyse NC-sensitive targets is similar to the lytic mechanism of splenic NC effectors in that both result in the release of 51Cr from targets with a lag of 5-7 hr after effectors and targets are mixed. In addition, inhibition of protein synthesis during the in vitro assays of NC or L10A2.J lytic activity causes some NC-resistant targets to become sensitive to lysis by both NC and L10A2.J effectors. The only functional difference detected between L10A2.J and splenic NC effectors is in their recognition of targets. While L10A2.J and splenic NC effectors recognize many of the same targets (NC resistant and NC sensitive), L10A2.J, unlike splenic NC effectors, does not recognize the NK-sensitive cell line YAC-1.